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INTRODUCTION

T

HE HISTORY OF GAMELING on an international

level has passed through a number of
cycles from prohibition to widespread proliferation. Gambling has gone from being associated with sin, criminal behavior, degradation,
and corruption to its current position as
a socially acceptable form of entertainment.
Gambling revenues have emerged as a major
source of funds for governments, charities, and
businesses throughout the world. With the
widespread proliferation of gambling venues
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and with new emerging technologies (i.e.,electronic gaming machines, Internet gambling, interactive lotteries, video game technologies being used in traditional slot machines) pIaying
an ever h c r e a s i n ~role, there remains concern
over the social c;&s associated with gambling
in spite of the concomitant benefits.
While gambling is often thought to be an
adult activity, there is ample research to suggest that gambling begins early and that ad*
lescents engage in most forms of non- regulated
gambling (i.e.,card playing, wagering on personal games of skill, Internet gambling, sports
betting through a bookmaker, etc.) and regulated gambling (i.e., lottery, electronic gambling machines, casino, bingo, h o w racing,
etc,) in spite of legal prohibitions.'
There exists considerable variability in legislative regulation of gambling aimed at adolescents. For example, while casino entry in
many jurisdictions i s reIegated to individuals
age 21 in the United States, in other countries
the entry age is 18 or older depending upon the
jurisdiction. Different games can also have different age minimums and in the U.K. there are
no age restrictions on fruit machine playing
(low cost slot machines), In many jurisdictions
special exemptions exist for bingo (often
thought ko be a family activity) and lottery purchases are generally regulated to ensure one
must be at least 18 years old to purchase a
ticket. R o s d has noted that in spite of adverse
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